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Abstract: Intrusion Detection System (IDS) has been widely used as perimeter defense tool for a computer
network against various attack scenarios. Network Intrusion detection system (NIDS) is one of the most widely
used tools in securing the network. Unlike firewall, it can detect intrusion from in and out of the system, trace
for any unexpected packets that could be sent by hackers and alert the administrator in some ways. NIDS
detects the intrusion that matches the pattern that hackers use to attack. In this paper, we implement the Snort
NIDS within our local network. The detailed and step by step processes was described thoroughly. In order
to evaluate the effectiveness of our implementation, we tested the network with a few penetration testing tools.
The practical results showed that the IDS monitors network and system activities for malicious activities or
policy violations and produces reports to a management station. 
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INTRODUCTION updating knowledge by using learning and adaptive

By connecting to the network or the internet, a inside the organization using the method based on TCP/IP
computer system can not escape from the threats of being Protocol analysis by decoding each packet from all kinds
attacks by other parties [1]. Many technologies have been of layers of TCP/IP architecture.
used for perimeter defense such as the firewalls, intrusion In this paper, the authors indicate the way to install
prevention system, intrusion response system and NIDS in Local Area Network (LAN) environment. This
intrusion detection system, each playing a different role work describes in depth steps to operate the NIDS with
but with the same objective in mind. Intrusion Detection detail implementation flow that should be sufficient to
System (IDS) is one of the most popular tools to secure a form the basis for university students for practical
network [2, 3]. It is widely used in the networking world to purposes. In addition, we also conduct some tests by
detect intrusion made by hackers and crackers. Intrusion attacking our so-called secured network using penetration
detection is the attempt to monitor and possibly prevent testing tools for the purpose of evaluating the security of
attempts to intrude into or otherwise compromise your the network. 
system and network resources. Generally, IDSs are This paper consists of six section. Related Works
categorized under two different types which are Network Section reviews all of the related studies regarding to this
Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) and Host-based studies. In Materials and Method Section, the discussion
Intrusion Detection System (HIDS). These two differ at will be on the implementation of this project that goes
the point where detection takes place. with detail description for each project phases with the

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a security inclusion of the methods and techniques used. In Result
system that monitors computer systems and network and Discussion Section, we present the result in the form
traffic. It analyzes the traffic for possible hostile attacks of fully developed and workable product which is
originating from outside the organization. It is also used accompanied by the testing results. Finally, conclusion
for  system  misuse according to experiment, creating the and possible future works are presented in Conclusion
knowledge base (attack signature base) and then Section.

capacity. Besides, it attacks originating intrusion from
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Related Works: Computer Security and Threat for grouping a technology consisting of various
Monitoring and Surveillance introduced the concept of representations into one. It must not disrupt normal
IDS. Commonly, an intrusion is explained as an act of operations and block malicious attacks [9]. It must also
encroaching or infringing on the reliability, confidentiality detect attack events and normal events criteria that must
or avoiding the accessibility of a resource. Through the meet by IPS classification. If IDS is placed on the Host,
internet, IDSs can discover illegal or malicious assaults on then it is referred as Host based IDS [10] and if it is a
a computer system which happens mainly. With the stand-alone mode inside the network, then it is called as
safety and hope of a system, these assaults can be network based IDS. A Host-based Intrusion Detection
compromised. To perceptive files, these harassments can System  (HIDS)  does not monitor the network traffic,
come in quite a few forms like network attack against rather  it monitors  what  is  happening  on the actual
vulnerable services, data driven attacks on applications, target  machines.  It  does this by monitoring security
host based attacks such as privilege escalation, illegal event logs or checking for changes to the system, for
logins and access. IDSs can be categorized as misuse example, changes to critical system files or to the system's
detectors or anomaly detectors by sorting them out registry.
broadly based on their models of detection. Mishandling
detectors rely on understanding the models of known MATERIALS AND METHODS
attacks, whereas irregularity detection develops user
profiles as the basis of detection and sorts the This research has been divided into five main phases
distinctiveness of the unexpected from the normal ones as which are knowledge attainment, planning,
incursion. implementation and testing. From these five main phases,

In this section, we will discuss two categories of there are also some sub phases in each to make the
intrusion detection systems [4]. In general, IDSs may be project easier to be managed and systematically finished
analyzed as network-based and host-based systems. within any given time constraint in a structured manner.
Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) monitors These phases and the sub phases could be well
packets on the network wire and attempts to discover an understood with the aid of Figure 1.
intruder by matching the attack pattern to a database of Knowledge attainment phase is concerned with the
known attack patterns. A typical example is looking for a collection of primary data and secondary data. Data
large  number  of TCP connection requests (SYN) to many collection method is the most important phase because it
different ports on a target machine, thus discovering if is the beginning of research. Insufficient data will make it
someone is attempting a TCP port scan. A network hard to determine the goal, scope and objective of
intrusion detection system sniffs network traffic, by implementing the appropriate IDS.
promiscuously watching all network traffic. An example of The primary data are the data that are related to the
NIDS is “Snort”. main objective of the research itself. For the purpose of

Snort is an open source Network Intrusion Detection this research, the collections of primary data are about the
System (NIDS) that is able to perform real-time traffic NIDS. Information about the NIDS, the type of NIDS such
analysis and packet logging on Internet Protocol (IP) as Snort and the mechanism of the NIDS will be reviewed
network [5-7]. There are three main modes that can be at this phase. The source code of the exploits and the
performed by Snort which are packet logger, sniffer and usage of each also has to be understood. Last but not
network intrusion detection. For packet logger, it will log least, the usage of the Nessus program and the way it
the packet to disk. Sniffer mode will read the packet from behaves with certain packets must be determined. In this
the network then it will display it in continuous stream on paper, the authors indicate the way to apply NIDS to
console and lastly is the network intrusion detection secure the Local Area Network (LAN). 
mode. It is the most complex mode which needs to be Besides primary data, secondary data are also
configured to make sure that Snort is able to analyze the important to support the knowledge gained from the
network traffic for matching against user rules and primary data review. All the related topics about the three
performing an action based on what snort’s sees. Snort main primary data information are also gathered and
can either be signature based or anomaly based detection reviewed to increase the projected probability of success.
based on our configuration [8]. We will also run through the mechanisms of other NIDS

IDS is the most common technology for monitoring besides Snort, like Tripwire to have a better
a network for violations of the security notion. The IDS is understanding on the IDS.
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Fig. 1: Flow of implementation

The planning phase centers on selecting an IDS the understanding of each main factor. We spent a lot of
category and IDS version. As the IDS topic is quite wide, time learning each category because it is important to
the scope has to be determined carefully so that the focus on all of them well. Learning the overall Snort ability
objective of this research could be achieved. In the to detect intrusion is done in this phase where the authors
planning phase, the topic will be narrowed to get only the look at the common mechanism that all Snort versions
main idea of the research by picking up the related shared. This includes the rules that are provided in each
information from the data that have been gathered. There version and the different ability of each version to detect
are some decisions to be made in this phase such as intrusion. The newer versions have some extra rules set
selecting the category of the IDS and which IDS are to be and a feature that has been an upgrade to solve the
bypassed. problem that was caused by former versions. Every time

Snort is a reactive NIDS which can detect the when there is any successful attempt to bypass IDS, it
intrusion on real time but to lighten the burden to the takes a longer time to solve the problems. In other words,
target mode, we did install web base to aid the data creating the vulnerability of the IDS is harder when any
analyzing except for windows operating system. This is successful attempt happened. However, this is a good
because the Snort version for windows is already aided impact where each IDS new version is far more reliable
with ACID (Analysis Control for Intrusion Database) than the former one and the network is more secure.
which is the web based data analysis tool. However, the long period of time taken to overcome the

To achieve the result that we are testing for, we have problem will give advantages to the attacker to attack the
run the test on two version of Snort which are Snort in target. First, the exploit such as Nmap must be able to run
Linux platform and Eagle X, the Snort version for in order to attack the target and then it must also be
Windows. These tests are done by using security compatible before it can be used to manipulate the packet
assessment tools that manipulated the data. The test is so that the IDS would not match the packet with its rules.
done on these three versions of Snort to determine which Nessus is a program that manipulates the packet that is
type of rules has been changing or upgraded in order to being sent with some option whether to randomly
overcome the former kind of attack that could not be rearrange the packet, change the packet size, duplicate the
detected. packet and much more ways to make it mismatch the rules

In data analysis phase, the data of the specific title of Snort. The packet will be rearranged and reassembled
that has been determined in the data collection method again in normal order after it has passed the IDS and
phase are analyzed to learn how to use the IDS and other executed the command at the target host. However, the
programs that we use in this research. The data analyzing newer version has the rule of the fragment that could
phases also has been divided into three categories to ease possibly detect the presence of manipulated data.



# Step #1: Set the network variables:
#
# var HOME_NET 10.1.1.0/24
# var HOME_NET $eth0_ADDRESS
#
# You can specify lists of IP addresses for HOME_NET
#
# var HOME_NET [10.1.1.0/24,192.168.1.0/24]

var HOME_NET [192.168.0.0/16 ]

# Set up the external net work addresses as well.
# A good start may be "any"

var EXTERNAL_NET !$HOME_NET
# Configure your server lists.  This allows snort to only look 
for attacks
# to systems that have a service up.  Why look for HTTP 
attacks if you # Path to your rules files (this can be a 
relative path)
var RULE_PATH $IDS_BASE/rules

# Step #3: Configure output plugins
#
output database : alert , mysql , dbname=acidtestport=3306
user =acidtest password =password sensor_name =aa
host =get.with.it

# output database: alert, postgres ql, user=snort 
dbname=snort
# output database: log, unixodbc, user=snort 
dbname=snort
# output database: log, mssql, dbname=snort user=snort
password=test
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Fig. 2: Setting IP address find  details  of  how  to  configure  snort.conf  files in

Fig. 3: Configuring Server lists named snort.conf. The programs use the set of

Fig. 4: Configure output plugins manipulate  the  packets  sent  to  the  target  host. Here

For the purpose of this research, the implementation path.
phase is done by setting up two computers where one The  final  task  is to identify your targets. This is
acts as the target node and the other as the attacker. done on the targets tab. Targets can be specified as a
These two nodes are on an isolated LAN to prevent them single IP Address, a subnet or as a range of IP addresses.
from other unwanted data to be captured when Snort is Figure 7 shows how to select targets in both client
running in the sniffer mode. This situation also lessens environments.
the size of the log files that capture the packet that match Figure 8 shows the contents of the alert file for Snort
the rules. The target node will be installed with Snort that when running Nmap. Snort raises an alert as port scan
is running in proper condition. On the other hand, the attempt was made. In the bolded area, we could see the
attacker will be installed with the Nmap and Nessus. In port scan stated for this trial. Figure 8 below, stated the
order to enable NIDS mode (so that you don't record log and the alert file where the intruders tried to attack the
every single packet sent down the wire), this local area network.

command:./snort -dev -l ./log -h 192.168.1.0/24 -c
snort.conf was used and snort.conf is the name of the
rules file. This will apply the rules set in the snort.conf file
to each packet to decide if an action based on the rule
type in the file should be taken. If you don't specify an
output directory for the program, it will default to
/var/log/snort. This will configure Snort to run in its most
basic NIDS form, logging packets that the rules tell it in
plain ASCII to a hierarchical directory structure. You can

Figs. 2,3,4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By running IDS, all traffic can easily be logged and
checked for known signatures. This is a flexible approach
to check network traffic at a centralized location. By
having  IDS  which  supports  custom  built  signatures, it
is  even  possible  to  check  the  network traffic for all
kinds of patterns. When the author runs Snort, there will
be a set of rules that were used in the configuration file

configuration in that file to act on the set of rules and
Snort must be run under the folder that contains a
snort.conf file.

We use Nmap to show the alert file of Snort so that
we could compare with the same file when the author run
vulnerability scanner with Nessus. The configurations for
Nmap is stated in Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the result when we run Nmap on the
target host. The bolded area is the command to execute
Nmap and the ports open on this host.

After running the Nmap scanner, then we also run the
vulnerability scanner again with the aid of Nessus to

are the step and results of the alert file in var/log/snort
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Fig. 5: Nmap command to the target host

Fig. 6. Nmap port scanning result

Fig. 7: Select the targets in client environment
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Fig. 8: Snort starting screen

CONCLUSION 2. Vaidya, H., S. Mirza and N. Mali, 2016. Intrusion

Snort or any other IDS are designed to detect Research in Engineering, Science & Technology,
intrusions from any attacker or unwanted data to get 3(3): 5-8.
through the network. However, back to the basics of 3. Dali  L.,  et  al.,  2015. "A survey of intrusion
computer system architecture, every single computer detection system, " 2015 2nd World Symposium on
component use bits or 1s and 0s. Therefore, this system Web Applications and Networking (WSWAN),
also works by interpreting the bits of the source code and Sousse, 2015, pp: 1-6. doi: 10.1109/WSWAN.2015.
detecting the bits that come through the network. If we 7210351.
could manipulate the bits using some codes, we could 4. Debar, H., M. Dacier and A. Wespi, 1999. Towards a
possibly attack the network without alerting or causing taxonomy of intrusion-detection systems, Computer
the IDS to malfunction. To accomplish the vulnerability Networks, 32(8): 805-822.
process, we used the Nessus and the manipulation packet 5. Sharma, S. and M. Dixit, 2016. A Review on Network
program to test the detection of IDS. As we did in this Intrusion Detection System Using Open Source
research, the Snort and other IDS program can detect the Snort. International Journal of Database Theory and
destination of the attacker as well as monitor the network Application, 9(4): 61-70.
and system activities for malicious activities. 6. Zhou,   Z.,    C.     Zhongwen,     Z.     Tiecheng   and
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